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Learning Objectives
• Describe the leadership and planning required 

to implement "cobots" into nursing practice.

• Describe the "cobots" evaluation and 
scalability blueprint plan.

Agenda
• Origination of the cobot program

• Capabilities of the cobots

• Development of use cases

• Preliminary research findings

• Integration with the EHR system

• Scalability and the cobot blueprint

• Lessons learned throughout this process
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The Challenges We All Face
• Overwhelming staffing issues during the pandemic

• Nurse engagement post pandemic

– Burnout from many extra shifts

– Less engagement in professional governance

• Due to staffing issues nurses must use own time.

• Cost of backfilling with contracted nurses (travelers)

• Nurse Retention

– The need to mentor newest nursing staff

– Aging nursing workforce

– Taking a close look at nursing care models!

“Cobots” Join Our Caregivers
• Our CNE had seen a robot at another site while he was working 

in Miami

• He wanted to trial one at ChristianaCare, got working with our 
development group to raise funds for a trial.

• A donor was identified and 2 “cobots” were brought to our Newark 
Campus on February 9, 2022.

• During our contract negotiations with the company the ANF 
published their RFP “Reimagining Nursing Initiative”

• We were selected under the “technology-based tactics and tools 
that meaningfully enhance the practice of nursing”
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Goals of The Project
• Phase I started with the initial 2 “cobots”

– Mapping routes for cobots around the hospital

– Developing educational material to introduce cobots to caregivers

– Acceptability of cobot use

• Phase II is the ANF grant research project with 2/4 additional cobots

– Integrating cobots into different nursing workflows

– Adding cobot routes to Women’s Building

– Integration of the EMR orders to the cobot thereby eliminating the need for a kiosk

– Integration with Vocera so nurses can make request via work phones

– Continue with multiple studies and projects to measure cobots' use, usability, feasibility, 
functionality, implementation, and impact
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Cobots are used for lower level tasks
• Tasks have been determined by 

staff
– Insulin pens from pharmacy to 

floor
– Pick up patient belongings from 

another unit
– Retrieve supplies between units
– PU meds from retail pharmacy
– Deliver meds upon transfer
– Pick up supplies and equipment
– Pick up front desk items for 

patients
– CT DVD delivered to unit
– Takes charts to HIM
– This list grows weekly!

How Are They Doing?
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Distribution

Beyond The Pilot………..
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1.5M Grant for 3-4 
Cobots to cover a larger 

area of the Newark 
Campus.

Research project will look 
at the implementation 

process, use cases, ROI 
and nurses' response to 

this partnership.

Will develop blueprint and 
publish the project as a 

resource to others.
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Preliminary Research Findings Integrating Cobots into 
Hospital Environment (Pre-EHR Integration)

• 25 cobot observation sessions lasting 2-4 hours each
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Deliveries

• Medications
• Medical supplies
• Patient belongings

Successes

• Wonder and 
enjoyment of 
cobots

• Execution of 
deliveries

• Integration of 
cobots into 
workflows

Opportunities

• Creating diverse 
use cases to 
directly impact 
nurses in a variety 
of ways and to 
alleviate workforce 
challenges.

Integration with EHR is Key
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• Identify orders through 
the EHR 

• Send to the cobot
• Integration methods 

being considered: HL-
7, FHIR, 
direct message and 
email
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Applications to Practice
• Cobots can:

– Off set much of the pick-up and delivery staff had 
been doing in the past

– Enhance delivery of medications

– Allow staff to focus on patient care first

– Financial ROI is being evaluated and will be in the 
blueprint document
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Lessons Learned
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• Working toward elevator automation

• Sharing robotic data is critical

• Cobot does pause to compute

• Education and messaging is critically 
important for utilization and acceptance

• Cobots have many challenges to 
navigate not all paths are idealistic

Questions??
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• Dr. Birkhoff is an experienced scientist and clinician specializing 

in the evaluation of technology-based solutions to advance 
nursing practice and to improve patient care and outcomes. She 
has experience researching innovative ideas from 
conceptualization through post-implementation evaluating need, 
usability, engagement, and impact for a variety of users. In 
addition, Dr. Birkhoff has postdoctoral training specific to 
technology and innovation from the University of Pittsburgh 
School of Nursing.
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